Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD)
Street Therapy
The Power of God and Immunity
A virus of any kind can only be as active as the host in which it invades. If the virus runs up
against a host sporting a heightened immune response system stimulated by the Power of
God, housed within the CHD model during play, the virus would be eliminated immediately.
“The Game” CHD Street Therapy, represents the Power of God and how each and every human
being on the planet puts that power into play, out here on the streets. Since only God’s
influence is therapeutic, there in no force greater than the Power of God when we play The
Game in God’s name. And there is no alternative hypothesis.
Playing The Game in God’s name (therapeutically) builds a level of health that far exceeds the
absence of a disease. If we play The Game in vain (corruptly), we forfeit God’s power and
become susceptible to every virus known to science, as measured by the PAI®.
Scientifically, health is a measure (not an endeavor) of whether the pleasure we experience
through our play performance will heal us or kill us; empower us or devour us; is therapeutic
or leaves our spiritual body diluted, polluted and convoluted (weak, corrupt and confused).
In essence, what kills human beings is not a virus or any of the other known diseases that tend
to ravage our spiritual selves. It is the inability and refusal of human beings to use God’s
power to build our immunoglobulin defense systems all through the power of play.
If we human beings refuse to properly and righteously use God’s power to do our spiritual
bodies good through the power of play our spiritual bodies will become immunoglobulin
deficient. As a result, we human beings would lose our ability to fight infection and would
require the administration of vaccines and other artificial stimulants as a therapeutic aid.
For example, artificial measures would require the use of pharmaceuticals and corrective
surgeries to do the psychological and physiological “patch work” to bail us out when we are
unable to call forth our inherent God-given resources common to all human beings on the
planet, respectfully referred to as the Power of God.
The Power of God and immunity go hand in hand for significantly heightening our immune
response systems. In doing so, we fortify and satisfy our emotional and hedonistic pursuits of
happiness, which further empowers our defense systems to be on guard for possible future
viral attacks. The key to our invincibility and the simple solution to our evolution is by playing
The Game in God’s name and teaching others how to do the same, utilizing the Power of God!
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